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Targeting Treatment of Soft Tissue Sarcomas (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2004

	The last decade we have witnessed a major change in the

	development of new techniques and agents for the treatment of cancer in

	general, and for soft tissue sarcomas in particular. The important

	achievements of molecular biology research have changed the landscape

	markedly. Increasingly subtypes of soft tissue sarcomas are shown...
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Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia: Molecular Genetics, Mouse Models and Targeted Therapy (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	Over the past 10 years, work on acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) has become the paradigm of translational research that began with the discovery of a recurrent chromosomal translocation, followed by the identification of the genes and proteins involved, finding their molecular functions in transcriptional control, establishing mouse models...
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Cyber-Physical Systems: Advances in Design & Modelling (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control)Springer, 2019

	This book presents new findings on cyber-physical systems design and modelling approaches based on AI and data-driven techniques, identifying the key industrial challenges and the main features of design and modelling processes. To enhance the efficiency of the design process, it proposes new approaches based on the concept of digital twins....
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Agglomeration in Metallurgy (Topics in Mining, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book gives details on the processes of agglomeration and its role in modern metal production processes. It starts with a chapter on sinter production, also discussing the quality of sinter and environmental aspects involved on the process. The following chapters focus on pellet production and briquetting of natural and anthropogenic raw...
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Computational Aesthetics (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	The essence of natural computing is aesthetics; for example, in cooking, one of the most common forms of natural computation, the decision to add salt, and how much, is based on the aesthetics of taste. Because touch perception is instinctively related to a sense of beauty, the aesthetics of tactile sense are considered as algorithms by using...
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Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for Solar Radiation Concentration: Theoretical Analysis, Mathematical Formulation and Parameters’ Computation using MATLABSpringer, 2019

	
		This book offers a complete guide to designing Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for concentrating solar radiation. It includes theoretical analyses, computational tools and mathematical formulae to facilitate the development, design, construction and application of these systems. In addition, the book presents a concise yet thorough...
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Ergodic Dynamics: From Basic Theory to Applications (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, 289)Springer, 2021

	
		
			This textbook provides a broad introduction to the fields of dynamical systems and ergodic theory. Motivated by examples throughout, the author offers readers an approachable entry-point to the dynamics of ergodic systems. Modern and classical applications complement the theory on topics ranging from financial fraud to...
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Computational Intelligence: Engineering of Hybrid SystemsSpringer, 2005
Hybrid Intelligent Systems has become an important research topic in computer science and a key application field in science and engineering. This book offers a gentle introduction to the engineering aspects of hybrid intelligent systems, also emphasizing the interrelation with the main intelligent technologies such as genetic algorithms –...
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Innovations in Machine Learning: Theory and Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
The study of innovation – the development of new knowledge and artifacts – is of interest to scientists and practitioners. Innovations change the day-to-day lives of individuals, transform economies, and even create new societies. The conditions triggering innovation and the innovation process itself set the stage for economic...
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RoboCup 2003: Robot Soccer World Cup VII (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the seventh official archival publication devoted to RoboCup. It documents the achievements presented at the 7th Robot World Cup Soccer and Rescue Competition and Conferences held in Padua, Italy, in July 2003.
The 39 revised full papers and 35 revised poster papers presented together with an overview and roadmap for the...
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Information Retrieval for Music and MotionSpringer, 2007
A general scenario that has attracted a lot of attention for multimedia information retrieval is based on the query-by-example paradigm: retrieve all documents from a database containing parts or aspects similar to a given data fragment. However, multimedia objects, even though they are similar from a structural or semantic viewpoint, often reveal...
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Computational Geometry: Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This well-accepted introduction to computational geometry is a textbook for high-level undergraduate and low-level graduate courses. The focus is on algorithms and hence the book is well suited for students in computer science and engineering. Motivation is provided from the application areas: all solutions and techniques from computational...
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